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Abstract: In the framework of the two right-handed neutrino seesaw model, we consider
maximally-restrictive texture-zero patterns for the lepton Yukawa coupling and mass ma-
trices, together with the existence of a remnant CP symmetry. Under this premise, we
nd that several textures are compatible with the most recent data coming from neutrino
oscillation and neutrinoless double beta decay experiments. It is shown that, the maximum
number of allowed texture zeros in the Dirac Yukawa coupling matrix is two, for an inverted
neutrino mass spectrum. In contrast, for Yukawa coupling matrices with just one texture
zero, both normal and inverted orderings of neutrino masses are compatible with data. In
all cases, the predictions for the low-energy Dirac and Majorana CP-violating phases, and
for the eective mass parameter relevant in neutrinoless double-beta decay experiments,
are presented and discussed. We also comment on the impact of future experimental im-
provements in scrutinising texture-zero patterns with a remnant CP symmetry, within the
minimal version of the seesaw mechanism considered here.
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1 Introduction
The observation of neutrino oscillations, which require the existence of neutrino masses
and mixing, provides an irrefutable evidence for physics beyond the Standard Model (SM).
Experimentally, three lepton mixing angles and two neutrino mass-squared dierences have
been precisely measured [1{3]. Also, hints for a nonzero Dirac CP-violating phase have been
found [4, 5], being the best-t value obtained from global analysis of neutrino oscillation
data close to 3=2 [1{3]. On the other hand, the Majorana character of neutrinos (which
would imply the existence of Majorana phases) is still to be scrutinised, with the most
promising eorts coming from searches for neutrinoless double-beta (0) decays [6{8].
Furthermore, cosmological data and beta-decay experiments, indicate that neutrino masses
are at least six orders of magnitude smaller than charged-lepton masses, suggesting that
neutrinos may be particles of a dierent nature.
In the context of SM extensions, the seesaw mechanism [9{14] oers a natural explana-
tion for neutrino mass suppression. In the most straightforward seesaw realisation, heavy
right-handed (RH) neutrinos are added to the SM eld content (type-I seesaw), leading to
an eective Majorana neutrino mass term. While these models describe qualitatively well
the neutrino oscillation parameters, predicting them quantitatively becomes very dicult
without further constraining the underlying model. In general, adding seesaw mediators
introduces a large number of parameters at high energies, when compared to the number of
low-energy observables potentially measurable by experiments. To maximize predictability,
without compromising the data requirement of three nonzero mixing angles and at least
two nonzero neutrino masses, two RH neutrinos must be added to the SM particle content.
This is referred to as the two RH neutrino seesaw model (2RHNSM). Nevertheless, even
in such minimal type-I seesaw framework, the restrictions on the high-energy Lagrangian
are not sucient to unambiguously determine the low-energy neutrino parameters.
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It is widely established that avour and charge-parity (CP) symmetries may strongly
constrain fermion masses and mixing [15{36]. In spite of being a demanding task [23],
imposing CP invariance in a consistent avour framework is appealing since it may poten-
tially lead to nontrivial constraints on both Dirac and Majorana CP-violating phases, and,
ultimately, on 0 decay. When generalised avour and/or CP symmetries of the theory
are broken, a set of remnant CP symmetries may still be preserved by the charged-lepton
and/or neutrino sectors of the Lagrangian [26, 30, 31], for energies below the breaking
scale. The impact of remnant CP invariance, both at high and low energies, has already
been studied in the context of the 2RHNSM [37]. In particular, it has been shown that
the 3 2 orthogonal matrix O that establishes a connection between high and low energy
parameters in the 2RHNSM (in the so-called Casas-Ibarra parametrisation [38]) depends
on a single real parameter in the presence of a remnant CP symmetry.
When texture zeros (which may be motivated by avour symmetries [39{48]) are con-
sidered in the Yukawa coupling and mass matrices of the 2RHNSM, the low-energy CP-
violating phase space is substantially reduced [49{55]. In this context, the presence of a
texture zero in the Dirac neutrino Yukawa coupling matrix xes the single complex param-
eter in O, in terms of low-energy observables [54]. Combining texture zeros with a remnant
CP symmetry will, in principle, lead to more stringent relations among the neutrino pa-
rameters. Furthermore, predictions for the CP-violating Dirac and Majorana phases may
be obtained, which could be tested in future neutrino experiments [56]. Thus, a thorough
study of texture zeros in the presence of remnant CP symmetries is called for.
In this work, we study the 2RHNSM with one remnant CP symmetry in the neutrino
sector when the maximum number of texture zeros is imposed on the lepton Yukawa and
mass matrices. We analyse all possible texture zero patterns in the light of current neutrino
oscillation data. The layout of the paper is as follows. In section 2, we briey review the
scenario of a single remnant CP symmetry in the neutrino sector of the general type-I seesaw
model. Using the Casas-Ibarra parametrisation, we analyse the restrictions stemming
from imposing that symmetry and apply them to the 2RHNSM. In section 3, we identify
the maximally restricted texture-zero cases and study their compatibility with current
neutrino data. The predictions for the low-energy CP-violating phases and the eective
mass parameter relevant in 0 decay experiments are given in section 4. Finally, in
section 5, we summarise our results and present the concluding remarks.
2 Remnant CP symmetry in the type-I seesaw model
Adding N RH neutrino elds R to the SM particle content, leads to the leptonic La-
grangian L = L` + L + LCC, with
L =  `LY ~R   1
2
(R)cMRR + H.c. ; (2.1)
L` =  `LY` eR + H.c. ; (2.2)
LCC = gp
2
eL
LW
 
 + H.c. : (2.3)
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Here, `L  (L; eL)T is a left-handed (LH) lepton doublet,   (+; 0)T is the SM Higgs
doublet with ~ = i2
, eR are the RH charged-lepton elds, and W are the charged
gauge boson elds. The 33 (3N) general complex matrix Y` (Y) is the charged-lepton
(Dirac neutrino) Yukawa coupling matrix, while MR stands for the complex symmetric
N N RH neutrino mass matrix. The eective neutrino mass matrix M , generated after
electroweak symmetry breaking, is given by the type-I seesaw formula [9],
M =  v2YM 1R YT ; (2.4)
where v  h0i ' 174 GeV. Being symmetric, M can be diagonalised by the unitary
matrix U , such that
UTMU = diag(m1;m2;m3)  dm ; (2.5)
where mi are the real and positive light neutrino masses. Rotating the LH neutrino and
charged-lepton elds to their physical basis by L ! U L and eL ! U` eL, a avour mis-
alignment arises in the charged-current interactions LCC. Lepton mixing is then encoded
in the unitary matrix U,
U = Uy`U ; (2.6)
which can be parametrised as [12, 57]1
U =
0B@ c12c13 s12c13 s13 s12c23   c12s23s13ei c12c23   s12s23s13ei s23c13ei
s12s23   c12c23s13ei  c12s23   s12c23s13ei c23c13ei
1CAP ; (2.7)
where ij (i < j = 1; 2; 3) are the lepton mixing angles (with sij  sin ij , cij  cos ij), 
is the Dirac CP-violating phase and
P = diag
 
1; ei21 ; ei31

; (2.8)
being 21;31 Majorana phases. Currently, ij ,  and the two mass-squared dierences
m221 = m
2
2  m21 and m231 = m23  m21, are constrained by data as shown in table 1 [1]
(see also refs. [2, 3]). Since the sign of m231 is not yet determined, the results are shown
for the two possible neutrino mass orderings:
Normal ordering (NO): m1 < m2 < m3 (m
2
31 > 0) ; (2.9)
Inverted ordering (IO): m3 < m1 < m2 (m
2
31 < 0) : (2.10)
Despite providing a very elegant and consistent way of explaining neutrino masses, the
type-I seesaw model lacks in predictability. This can be easily concluded by counting the
parameters in the neutrino sector. The Dirac Yukawa coupling matrix Y is described by
1As shown in these references, the phase relations between  and 21;31 with 12, 13 and 23 in the
so-called symmetrical parameterization are  = 13   12   23, 21 =  12 and 31 =  13, up to
unphysical phases.
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Parameter Best Fit 1 3 range
12 (
) [NO] [IO] 34:5+1:1 1:0 31:5! 38:0
23 (
) [NO] 41:0 1:1 38:3! 52:8
23 (
) [IO] 50:5 1:0 38:5! 53:0
13 (
) [NO] 8:44+0:18 0:15 7:9! 8:9
13 (
) [IO] 8:41+0:16 0:17 7:9! 8:9
 () [NO] 252+56 36 0! 360
 () [IO] 259+41+47 0! 31 & 142! 360
m221 (10 5 eV2) [NO] [IO] 7:56 0:19 7:05! 8:14
jm231j (10 3 eV2) [NO] 2:55 0:04 2:43! 2:67
jm231j (10 3 eV2) [IO] 2:49 0:04 2:37! 2:61
Table 1. Neutrino oscillation parameters obtained from the global analysis of ref. [1] (see also
refs. [2] and [3]).
6N real parameters, namely, 3N moduli and 3N phases, from which three can be removed
after redening the LH charged-lepton elds. Adding the N RH neutrino masses, the high-
energy neutrino sector is thus described by 7N 3 physical parameters. On the other hand,
at low energies, the eective mass matrix M is dened in terms of the three light neutrino
masses, three mixing angles and three phases, for a total of nine physical parameters. Thus,
for N  2 (required to accommodate neutrino data), the number of low-energy parameters
is insucient to uniquely determine the high-energy Lagrangian of the theory.
In the charged-lepton mass basis, a convenient way of parametrising Y is through the
Casas-Ibarra parametrisation [38],
Y = v 1U d1=2m Od
1=2
M U
y
R ; (2.11)
where dM  diag(M1;    ;MN ) and Mi are the real and positive heavy neutrino masses
Mi, obtained after diagonalising MR with a unitary matrix UR, such that
UTRMRUR = dM : (2.12)
Obviously, in the heavy neutrino mass basis MR = dM , UR = 1 and, from eq. (2.11),
one has Y  eY = v 1U d1=2m Od1=2M . Also, O is an orthogonal 3  N complex matrix
parametrised by two real parameters for N = 2, and by 6(N   2) real parameters for
N  3 [58]. Since any matrix O obeying OOT = 1 leads to the same low-energy M ,
determining O implies considering further assumptions.
Imposing CP invariance of the theory provides an attractive way of increasing pre-
dictability. At high energies, the lepton sector of a given model may be invariant under
a generalised CP symmetry [18] which, after spontaneous symmetry breaking, may result
into remnant CP symmetries of the charged-lepton and neutrino sectors. In this work, we
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assume that a single remnant CP symmetry of the form
L ! iX 0 cL ; (2.13)
R ! iXR 0 cR ; (2.14)
is preserved by the Lagrangian of eq. (2.1). Here, cL;R  C TL;R, being C the charge-
conjugation matrix. The transformation matrices X and XR are 33 and N N unitary
complex matrices, respectively. In case the Lagrangian of eq. (2.1) is invariant under the
above symmetries, Y and MR must satisfy the conditions
XyYXR = Y

 ; (2.15)
XTRMRXR = M

R ; (2.16)
which, together with eq. (2.4), imply
XyMX

 = M

 : (2.17)
From eqs. (2.5) and (2.17), one may also see that U obeys
UTXU =
bX = diag(1;1;1) ; (2.18)
where in the last equality we have taken into account the fact that the light neutrinos are
nondegenerate (the  signs in the above equation are independent). In such case, besides
being unitary, X is also symmetric [20]. If one of the neutrinos is massless, bX has the
more general form
bX = (diag(ei; a; b) for NO
diag(a; b; ei) for IO
; (a; b) = (1;1) ; (2.19)
where the presence of the phase factor ei, instead of 1, is due to m1 = 0 (m3 = 0) for NO
(IO). For a given U , eq. (2.18) xes the CP transformation matrix X as X = U


bXUy
which, in the charged-lepton mass basis takes the form X = U
 bXUy.
For RH neutrinos, using eqs. (2.12) and (2.16), we have
UyRXRU

R =
bXR ; (2.20)
where bXR is automatically unitary, due to the unitarity of UR and XR. In contrast to
what is observed for light neutrinos, degeneracies in the heavy Majorana neutrino mass
spectrum must be taken into account. For n  N degenerate RH neutrinos, i.e. M1 =
M2 = : : : = Mn, the solution of the above equation is
bXR =  On 0
0 DN n
!
; (2.21)
where On is a nn general real orthogonal matrix, and DN n is a (N n)(N n) diagonal
matrix with entries 1, i.e. DN n = diag(1;1;    ;1). In general, XR is symmetric
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only if n = 0 (nondegenerate heavy neutrinos). Altogether, eqs. (2.11), (2.15), (2.16), (2.18)
and (2.20) lead to the following constraining relation for O:
O = bXO bXyR : (2.22)
In what follows, we will consider both degenerate and nondegenerate heavy neutrino
mass spectra.
For nondegenerate heavy neutrinos, it can be easily shown that the remnant CP sym-
metry enforces the matrix elements of O to obey the relation Oij = Oij , i.e., Oij are
either real or purely imaginary. Therefore, in this case, the number of free parameters in
O is decreased by half, being now equal to one if N = 2, and 3(N   2) if N  3. On the
other hand, when all heavy neutrinos are degenerate, i.e. n = N in eq. (2.21), one has from
eq. (2.22)
bXR  ON = OT bXO: (2.23)
This means that the matrix O in the Casas-Ibarra parametrisation must be such that ON
is a real matrix, since bXR is unitary. Obviously, if bX = diag(1; 1; 1), O is constrained to
be real, and ON = 1N . In this case XR = 1N and, as expected, the CP transformation
in the RH neutrino sector is trivial.
2.1 The two RH neutrino case
We now consider the 2RHNSM, i.e., the minimal type-I seesaw scenario compatible with
experimental data. In this case, two heavy Majorana neutrinos, with masses M1 and M2,
are responsible for the neutrino mass generation, being one of the light neutrinos massless
(m1 = 0 for NO, or m3 = 0 for IO). Moreover, one of the Majorana phases in eq. (2.8)
can be removed by redenition of the neutrino elds, leaving a single physical CP-violating
Majorana phase . In our notation, this corresponds to replacing P in eq. (2.7) by
P = diag(1; ei; 1) : (2.24)
Hence, the number of low-energy neutrino parameters in the 2RHNSM is reduced to seven:
three mixing angles, two nonzero light neutrino masses, a Dirac phase and a single Majorana
phase. On the other hand, at high energies, Y is a 32 matrix dened by nine independent
parameters, while MR is a 2  2 matrix with two parameters (in the RH neutrino mass
basis). Furthermore, the matrix O in eq. (2.11) is an orthogonal 3  2 complex matrix
parametrised by a complex angle z^ in the following way [50]
NO : O =
0B@ 0 0cos z^   sin z^
 sin z^  cos z^
1CA ; IO : O =
0B@ cos z^   sin z^ sin z^  cos z^
0 0
1CA ; (2.25)
with  = 1 resulting from a discrete indeterminacy in O. As previously seen, the presence
of CP symmetries may decrease the number of free parameters in a generic seesaw model.
In the specic case of the 2RHNSM, bX and bXR are given by eqs. (2.19) and (2.21),
respectively, where N = 2 must be taken.
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bXR (a; b) O (NO) O (IO) Label
diag(1; 1)
(1; 1)
0BB@
0 0
cos z   sin z
 sin z  cos z
1CCA
0BB@
cos z   sin z
 sin z  cos z
0 0
1CCA OI
(1; 1) 7 7 7
( 1; 1) 7 7 7
( 1; 1) 7 7 7
diag(1; 1)
(1; 1) 7 7 7
(1; 1) 
0BB@
0 0
cosh z  i sinh z
i sinh z  cosh z
1CCA 
0BB@
cosh z  i sinh z
i sinh z  cosh z
0 0
1CCA OII
( 1; 1) 
0BB@
0 0
i sinh z   cosh z
 cosh z i sinh z
1CCA 
0BB@
i sinh z   cosh z
 cosh z i sinh z
0 0
1CCA OIII
( 1; 1) 7 7 7
Table 2. Possible parametrisations for O in the nondegenerate case M1 6= M2. The notationbX = diag(ei; a; b) for NO and bX = diag(a; b; ei) for IO is used. The symbol `7' indicates that
there is no matrix O fullling eq. (2.22) for the corresponding bXR and bX .
For nondegenerate heavy neutrinos (M1 6= M2), imposing one remnant CP symmetry
decreases the number of free parameters in Y by one (see discussion at the end of the
previous subsection). Therefore, the total number of high-energy parameters is reduced
to ten, which is still large when compared to the seven low-energy observables. According
to eq. (2.21), for M1 6= M2, one has bXR = diag(1;1). Since the transformationsbX !  bX and bXR !  bXR leave eq. (2.22) invariant, we will only consider the casesbXR = diag(1;1) in our analysis. All the allowed congurations for O, obeying eq. (2.22)
with dierent forms of bX and bXR, are presented in table 2 (see also ref. [37]). As expected,
for M1 6= M2, the elements Oij are either real or purely imaginary, and only a single real
parameter z is required to dene O. For the degenerate case M1 = M2, one has ON  O2
in eq. (2.23), with
O2 = O
T bXO: (2.26)
Since O2 must be real, the above relation restricts O to be of the type OI given in table 2 for
(a; b) = (1; 1) in bX (for notation, see the table caption or eq. (2.19)). On the other hand,
if (a; b) = (1; 1), O2 is automatically real for any matrix O. In this case, no constraints
are imposed by the CP symmetry and the number of parameters in Y remains unchanged.
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In summary, except for the case discussed above with M1 = M2 and (a; b) = (1; 1),
the remnant CP symmetry forces the elements of O to be either real or purely imagi-
nary. Thus, O is parametrised by a single real parameter z (instead of two in the general
2RHNSM), and Y is described by eight independent parameters (instead of nine in the
general 2RHNSM). In order to increase the degree of predictability of the 2RHNSM com-
bined with a CP symmetry, in the following we will consider maximally restricted texture
zeros in Y`, Y and MR.
3 Texture zeros in the 2RHNSM with a remnant CP symmetry
In a previous work [54], we studied maximally restricted texture zero patterns for Y`,
Y and MR in the 2RHNSM. We concluded that the maximal number of texture zeros
that can accommodate neutrino and charged-lepton data is six in Y`, two in Y and a
single zero in MR. In this scenario, only an IO light-neutrino mass spectrum turns out
to be compatible with data. For each of the viable patterns, it was shown that the low-
energy Dirac and Majorana phases can be expressed in terms of the well-measured mixing
angles and neutrino mass-squared dierences, being the results independent of the mass
ratio rN = M2=M1. We now intend to analyse the compatibility of those textures when a
remnant CP symmetry is imposed.
In the basis where Y` is diagonal, the following textures for MR will be considered:
R1 :
 
 0
 
!
; R2 :
 
0 
 
!
; R3 :
 
 
 0
!
; R4 :
 
0 
 0
!
; (3.1)
where `' denotes a generic nonvanishing entry and `' indicates the symmetric nature of
the matrix. Notice that R4 automatically leads to M1 = M2, being the only nondiagonal
pattern allowing for a mass degeneracy of the two heavy neutrinos. Therefore, only R1 and
R4 may reproduce a degenerate RH neutrino mass spectrum.
Let us rst discuss the possibility of having two texture zeros in Y together with the
remnant CP symmetry. The possible Y patterns in this case are [54]
T1 :
0B@0  0
 
1CA;T2 :
0B@0  
 0
1CA;T3 :
0B@ 0 
 0
1CA;T4 :
0B@ 00 
 
1CA;T5 :
0B@ 0 
0 
1CA;T6 :
0B@  0
0 
1CA: (3.2)
Taking into account the results obtained in ref. [54], the following conclusions hold in the
present work:
 For MR of the type R4, it was shown that none of the above T textures are compatible
with neutrino data. This is true regardless of the presence of the CP symmetry.
 For R1 with M1 = M2 and (a; b) = (1; 1) in eq. (2.19), O is not constrained by
the CP symmetry and the results from ref. [54] hold. Namely, for T1, T2, T4 and T5,
which are viable for the IO case,  can be close to the current best-t value  ' 3=2
with  ' 0:94 (0:04) for T1 and T4 (T2 and T5).
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 For R1 with M1 = M2 and (a; b) = (1; 1), and R1;2;3 with M1 6= M2, the CP
symmetry constrains O to be parametrised by a single real parameter. As it will be
shown later, some of these cases with R2;3 are compatible with data, while those with
R1 are excluded.
In view of the above, and for those cases in which two texture zeros are excluded, we
will now turn our attention to the one-texture zero Y patterns
Y1 :
0B@0  
 
1CA;Y2 :
0B@ 0 
 
1CA;Y3 :
0B@  
0 
1CA;Y4 :
0B@ 0 
 
1CA;Y5 :
0B@  0
 
1CA;Y6 :
0B@  
 0
1CA: (3.3)
Combining MR of the type R4 (M1 = M2) with the above textures using eq. (2.4), we
obtain the M patterns (A, D and F in the notation of ref. [54]) shown in the second
column of table 3. Notice that, in all cases, M features one texture zero in a diagonal
entry, which lead to testable relations among the low-energy parameters (see eq. (2.5)). As
concluded in ref. [54] and shown in the third and fourth columns of table 3, texture D (F) is
compatible with neutrino data at 3 for an IO neutrino mass spectrum2 with  varying in
the range [ 0:3; 0:3] ([0:7; 1:3]) and  in the ranges [0:4; 0:6] and [1:4; 1:6], according
to the predictions in the fth column of table 3. These results remain valid in the present
framework as long as the remnant CP symmetry does not introduce further constraints
on the model parameters, which is the case for (a; b) = (1; 1) (unconstrained O). In
conclusion, only textures Y2, Y5, Y3 and Y6 are viable when MR is of the R4 type and
(a; b) = (1; 1). The remaining texture combinations with M1 = M2 (MR of type R1;4)
and (a; b) = (1; 1) will be discussed later.
Let us now study the case M2 6= M1, for which only patterns R1, R2 and R3 need to
be considered. As we shall see later, the most restrictive case of two texture zeros in Y
and the existence of a remnant CP symmetry in the 2RHNSM is compatible with current
neutrino data only for MR of the types R2;3. To understand this more easily, we start by
analysing the patterns of Y with one texture zero.
For the specic combinations (R2;Y1 3) and (R3;Y4 6), a single texture zero arises
in one of the diagonal entries of M . This is true for any complex z^ parametrising O in
eq. (2.11). If MR is of the type R2 (R3) and the Y pattern corresponds to Y1, Y2 or
Y3 (Y4, Y5 or Y6), textures A, D or F will arise for M , respectively, according to the
notation in table 3. As discussed above, only textures D and F are compatible with data
at 3, with  and  constrained to obey the relations in the fth column table 3. Instead,
for all the remaining combinations (R1;Y1 6), (R2;Y4 6) and (R3;Y1 3), no zeros (or any
other constraint) arise in M , so that the presence of a single texture zero in Y does not
restrict the low-energy parameter space. Nevertheless, for these cases, imposing a texture
zero in Y leads to the determination of z^ in eq. (2.25) in terms of the low-energy neutrino
parameters [54] (and M1;2 for a non-diagonal MR), xing the matrix O in eq. (2.11). For
2A given texture combination is considered compatible with data at 3 when all predicted parameters
lie in the 3 range given in table 1 and at least one is out of the 1 interval.
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Y M
Compatibility Predictions
NO IO IO (compatible cases)
Y1;4 A:
0BB@
0  
  
  
1CCA 7 7  
Y2;5 D:
0BB@
  
 0 
  
1CCA 7 3(3) cos  = 2
(c212
p
1+r s212)c223+(s212
p
1+r c212)s223s213
(
p
1+r+1) sin(212) sin(223)s13
cos(2) '  3+cos(412) 16s213t223
2 sin2(212)
Y3;6 F:
0BB@
  
  
  0
1CCA 7 3(3) cos  = 2
(s212 c212
p
1+r)s223+(c
2
12 s212
p
1+r)c223s
2
13
(
p
1+r+1) sin(212) sin(223)s13
cos(2) '  3t223+t223 cos(412)+16s213
2t223 sin
2(212)
Table 3. Textures for the eective neutrino mass matrix M obtained with the seesaw formula (2.4),
considering the Y textures of eq. (3.3) and the pattern R4 for MR. The `3' and `7' symbols indicate
whether or not the corresponding texture is compatible with data. Hereafter, r  m221=jm231j.
instance, in the simplest case of diagonal Y` and MR, the constraint ( eY)11 = 0 together
with eq. (2.11) and O given by eq. (2.25), leads to
NO:
p
m2U

12cz^ + 
p
m3U

13sz^ = 0 ; (3.4)
IO:
p
m1U

11cz^ + 
p
m2U

12sz^ = 0 ; (3.5)
where cz^  cos z^ and sz^  sin z^. The above relations determine z^ as
NO: tan z^ =  
r
m2
m3
U12
U13
; (3.6)
IO: tan z^ =  
r
m1
m2
U11
U12
: (3.7)
In any of the cases (R1 3;Y1 6), the number of independent parameters in Y is reduced
from nine to seven, due to the presence of two low-energy constraints, or due to the deter-
mination of the complex parameter z^.
Although a single texture zero in Y may not lead to low-energy constraints in the
general 2RHNSM, this is not the case when a remnant CP symmetry is considered. In this
framework (see section 2.1), and according to eq. (2.22), the matrix O is parametrised by
a real parameter z, reducing the number of parameters in Y from seven to six. Hence,
we are left with eight high-energy parameters to be compared with seven low-energy ob-
servables. As shall be seen below, depending on the constraints imposed on Y and MR,
some of the physical parameters can be related to each other and, therefore, low-energy
predictions are obtained.
We now turn to the compatibility analysis of the patterns given in eq. (3.3) when MR
exhibits the forms R1;2;3. Depending on the column in which the zero in Y is placed, the
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following conditions are obtained
(Y)j1 = 0 : ( eY)j1 (UR)11 + ( eY)j2(UR)12 = 0 ; (3.8)
(Y)j2 = 0 : ( eY)j1(UR)21 + ( eY)j2(UR)22 = 0 ; (3.9)
where UR, dened in eq. (2.12), depends solely on the ratio rN = M2=M1, and eY corre-
sponds to Y dened in the heavy neutrino mass basis. Using the parametrisation (2.11),
one has
( eY)j1 =
8>><>>:
p
M1
v
p
m2U

j2O21 +
p
m3U

j3O31

; NO ;
p
M1
v
p
m1U

j1O11 +
p
m2U

j2O21

; IO ;
(3.10)
( eY)j2 =
8>><>>:
p
M2
v
p
m2U

j2O22 +
p
m3U

j3O32

; NO ;
p
M2
v
p
m1U

j1O12 +
p
m2U

j2O22

; IO :
(3.11)
When the remnant CP symmetry is imposed, O is constrained to be of the forms OI-III
(see table 2). Replacing in each case the matrix elements of O in eqs. (3.8) and (3.9), an
expression for tan z (for OI) or tanh z (for OII and OIII) is obtained. Since z has to be
real, those expressions must fulll the conditions
OI : Im[tan z] = 0 ; (3.12)
OII;OIII : Im[tanh z] = 0 ; j tanh zj < 1 : (3.13)
For the combinations (R2;Y1 3) and (R3;Y4 6), the texture zero in Y is guaranteed
if the low-energy relations (M)11 = 0, (M)22 = 0 or (M)33 = 0 hold, regardless of z.
Thus, as long as the conditions in eqs. (3.12) or (3.13) are fullled, the CP symmetry is
ensured. As concluded in ref. [54], only the pattern combinations which lead to (M)22 = 0
and (M)33 = 0, respectively, are viable at 3 for IO (see table 3). In contrast, for all
remaining cases (R1;Y1 6), (R2;Y4 6) and (R3;Y1 3), the texture zero in Y xes z in
terms of low-energy neutrino parameters (and rN ) through eqs. (3.8) or (3.9). Therefore,
imposing the additional CP condition Im[tan z] = 0 (Im[tanh z] = 0) leads to the relations
shown in table 4 (table 5) for O of the form OI (OII and OIII). A straightforward conclusion
can be drawn from these tables, namely, for the set of textures (R1, Y1;4, OI-III), (R2, Y4,
OII,III) and (R3, Y1, OII,III), we get  = k or (2k + 1)=2, for k 2 Z. Also, when MR is
of the type R1, the predictions are independent of the mass ratio rN . As shown in table 4,
this may not be the case for the patterns R2;3. Notice that, when there is a dependence
on rN , the results are invariant under the transformation rN ! 1=rN . Furthermore, the
predictions for a combination (R2,Yi) are the same as the ones obtained for (R3,Yj), where
Yj corresponds to Yi with interchanged columns. As it is apparent from table 5, the results
are independent of the rN and  values for OII and OIII. We recall that, in these two cases,
the condition j tanh zj < 1 must also be ensured. This implies further constraints among
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(MR,Y) Constraints for O = OI (Im[tan z] = 0)
(R1,Y1;4)
NO sin = 0
IO sin = 0
(R1,Y2;5)
NO tan =   sin t12t23s13 cos 
IO tan =
4 sin(223)s13 sin 
sin(212)[1+3 cos(223)+2 cos(213)s223]+4 cos(212) sin(223)s13 cos 
(R1,Y3;6)
NO tan =
t23 sin 
t12s13+t23 cos 
IO tan =   4 sin(223)s13 sin sin(212)[1 3 cos(223)+2 cos(213)c223] 4 cos(212) sin(223)s13 cos 
(R2,Y4)
(R3,Y1)
NO sin = rN
r2N+1
s213+
p
r c213s
2
12
 4
p
r c13s13s12
IO sin =   rNr2N+1
(
p
1+r+1) (
p
1+r 1) cos(212)
 4
p
1+r sin(212)
(R2,Y5)
(R3,Y2)
NO sin (  ) ' rN
r2N+1
2(
p
r c223c
2
12+s
2
23)
 4
p
r c12 sin(223)
IO sin ' rNr2N+1
2(
p
1+r c212+s
2
12)
 4
p
1+r sin(212)
(R2,Y6)
(R3,Y3)
NO sin (  ) '   rN
r2N+1
2(
p
r s223c
2
12+c
2
23)
 4
p
r c12 sin(223)
IO sin ' rNr2N+1
2(
p
1+r c212+s
2
12)
 4
p
1+r sin(212)
Table 4. Relations among low-energy parameters obtained in the 2RHNSM with one remnant CP
symmetry, for Y and MR of the forms Y1 6 and R1 3, respectively. Here, rN 6= 1 and O = OI.
Notice that, since interchanging the second and third lines of Y corresponds to the same operation
in U (see eq. (2.11)), the results for Y3 (Y6) are obtained from those of Y2 (Y5) performing the
transformation 23 ! 23 + =2. This can be seen by comparing the second (sixth) and third
(seventh) rows of the table. These properties are general and, therefore, are also veried in table 5.
Due to the complexity of the relations for OI, only the zeroth order in s13 is shown for the results
of R2;3 with the patterns Y2;3;5;6.
(MR,Y) Constraints for O = OII;OIII (Im[tanh z] = 0)
(R1,Y1;4)
(R2,Y4)
(R3,Y1)
NO cos = 0
IO cos = 0
(R1,Y2;5)
(R2,Y5)
(R3,Y2)
NO tan = t12t23s13 cos sin 
IO tan =   sin(212)[1+3 cos(223)+2 cos(213)s223]+4 cos(212) sin(223)s13 cos 4 sin(223)s13 sin 
(R1,Y3;6)
(R2,Y6)
(R3,Y3)
NO tan =   t12s13+t23 cos t23 sin 
IO tan =
sin(212)[1 3 cos(223)+2 cos(213)c223] 4 cos(212) sin(223)s13 cos 
4 sin(223)s13 sin 
Table 5. As in table 4, for the cases O = OII;OIII.
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the relevant parameters,3 which may or may not be compatible with those of table 5. For
illustration, let us consider the simplest combination (R1,Y1;4), for which the condition
j tanh zj < 1 is equivalent to
(Y1;OII); (Y4;OIII) :
 4pr s12t13 sin
 < 1 ; NO ; (3.14) 14p1 + r t12 sin
 < 1 ; IO ; (3.15)
(Y1;OIII); (Y4;OII) :
 t134pr s12 sin
 < 1 ; NO ; (3.16) 4p1 + r t12 sin < 1 ; IO ; (3.17)
depending on the form of O = OII,III. From table 1, it is clear that the rst two relations are
incompatible with the experimental data, while the last two are always veried. Therefore,
only the cases (Y1;OIII) and (Y4;OII) are potentially viable. A complete numerical analysis
of the constraints for each of the considered patterns of Y , MR and O will be presented
in section 4.
Given that, for degenerate RH neutrinos and (a; b) = (1; 1), the matrix O is con-
strained to be real and of the type OI (see discussion after eq. (2.26)), the results in table 4
are valid for all combinations (R1;Y1 6). If, instead, MR is of the type R4, the texture-zero
conditions (3.8) and (3.9) imply tan z = i, which is incompatible with the requirement of
O being real. Therefore, all combinations (R4,Y1 6) are excluded for (a; b) = (1; 1).
To conclude this section, let us briey comment on the compatibility of two texture-
zero patterns for Y in the present framework (see eq. (3.2)). For the NO case, none of such
textures is compatible with neutrino data, even in the absence of the CP symmetry [54].
This remains true for IO when MR is of the type R1, rN 6= 1 and the CP symmetry is
imposed, as can be seen by combining the results in table 4 or 5 for two dierent patterns
of Y with zeros in distinct columns [54]. For instance, when MR is diagonal and Y is of
the form T1, the low-energy constraints are those coming from Y1 and Y5 simultaneously.
As indicated in the second and fourth rows of table 4, this corresponds to
sin = 0 ; (3.18)
and
tan =
4 sin(223)s13 sin 
sin(212)[1 + 3 cos(223) + 2 cos(213)s223] + 4 cos(212) sin(223)s13 cos 
; (3.19)
implying (; ) = (k; k), with k 2 Z. These solutions for T1 are not compatible with
low-energy neutrino data [54]. Proceeding in the same way for the remaining patterns with
M1 6= M2, and M1 = M2 with (a; b) = (1; 1), it can be shown that two texture zeros
in Y are not compatible with neutrino oscillation data in the presence of a remnant CP
symmetry, if MR is of the type R1.
3The analytical expressions for these constraints are much more complicated than those presented in
tables 4 and 5 and, thus, we will not show them here. The numerical results obtained for the cases with
OII and OIII fully take into account such constraints and will be presented in section 4.
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When rN 6= 1 and MR is nondiagonal (R2 or R3), the compatibility of the two texture
zeros in Y with the CP symmetry calls for a more thorough analysis. The possible cases
are (R2,T3;4;5;6) and (R3,T1;2;3;6) which are viable at 3 for IO when the CP symmetry is
not imposed [54]. For instance, let us consider the set (R2,T3). In this case, the low-energy
constraints are those coming from imposing the one texture zero conditions of Y2 and Y6
simultaneously, together with the CP symmetry. The texture zero in Y2 automatically
implies the low-energy relation (M)22 = 0, predicting the CP-violating phases  and 
(see table 3). On the other hand, the zero in Y6 determines the z parameter, which must
be real due to the CP symmetry. This leads to the low energy relation in the last column
of table 4 for OI or table 5 for OII,III. In the case of OI, the three low-energy constraints
determine the ratio rN . The cases with OII and OIII are somehow more restrictive due
to their independence on rN . A complete numerical analysis for each of the possible two
texture zero patterns of Y and O will be presented in the end of section 4, for R2 and R3.
4 Parameter space analysis
In this section, we will investigate the compatibility with data of the 2RHNSM with
maximally-restricted texture zeros in the presence of a remnant CP symmetry. Our anal-
ysis is focused on the predictions for leptonic CP violation and 0 decay. Having ex-
cluded some of the two and one-texture zero cases in the previous section, we will start
by analysing the viability of the one-texture zero sets (R1 3;Y1 6), for nondegenerate RH
neutrinos, both in the NO and IO cases.4 Later on, we will check the agreement with data
of the two-texture zero cases (R2,T3;4;5;6) and (R3,T1;2;3;6) with IO, also for nondegenerate
RH neutrinos.
4.1 Leptonic CP violation
Let us start by analysing the compatibility with data of the one-zero Y patterns in eq. (3.3)
in the presence of a CP symmetry. Taking into account the data of table 4, and of table 5
combined with the condition j tanh zj < 1, we now present the allowed regions in the (; )
plane for each Y and MR textures, considering the 3 and 1 experimental ranges for
the neutrino mixing angles and mass-squared dierences (see table 1). In gure 1, we show
the results for all (R1,Y1 6) combinations. The two upper (lower) panels correspond to
the case of NO (IO) neutrino mass spectrum. For a given texture Y and depending on the
type of O imposed by the CP symmetry (see table 2), we obtain dierent compatibility
regions, presented in blue, red and green for OI, OII and OIII, respectively. As already
mentioned,  = k and (2k+1)=2 for textures Y1;4 with OI and OII,III, respectively, being
this result independent of the remaining low-energy parameters (see the rst two rows of
tables 4 and 5). In the case of NO with Y2;3;5;6, the approximate relations  '  + k
and  '  + (2k   1)=2 hold for OI and OII,III, respectively. Instead, in the IO case, 
oscillates around  = k or (2k   1)=2 if O takes the form OI or OII,III, respectively, for
unconstrained .
4The one-texture zero results obtained in this section for MR of the type R1 (with M1 6= M2) and
O = OI are also valid for MR of the type R1 with M1 = M2 and (a; b) = (1; 1).
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Figure 1. Allowed regions in the (, ) plane for all (R1,Y1 6) combinations, both for NO (upper
plots) and IO (lower plots). The light (dark) coloured regions were obtained varying ij and m
2
ij
within the 3 (1) experimental ranges given in table 1. In blue, red and green we show the results
for the cases in which O is of the type OI, OII and OIII, respectively.
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For a non-diagonal MR of the form R2, only the cases Y4;5;6 lead to constraints coming
from imposing z real, which are indicated in tables 4 and 5. For these textures, the
allowed regions are depicted in gure 2, for both NO (upper plots) and IO (lower plots),5
considering  = 1. Since for OI the results depend on the mass ratio rN , we consider the
representative values rN = 3; 10; 100 (blue, purple and pink regions, respectively). Notice
that, for rN  1, the regions are very similar to those obtained for diagonal MR, where
there is no dependence on rN (cf. table 4). For Y4, this is easily understood taking the
limit rN  1 in the expressions of table 4, while for Y5;6 the complete expressions would
be needed. Moreover, from comparison of the results in gures 1 and 2 for OII and OIII (in
red and green), it can be seen that the same allowed regions appear for R1 and R2, which
is explained by the results given in table 5. Up to now, we have not taken into account the
experimental constraints on the CP-violating phase , due to its poor statistical signicance
at present. Varying this phase within the experimental range given in table 1, we can study
the allowed regions in the space of the only two free parameters in the model, namely, 
and rN . The results presented in gure 3 show that, in most cases, rN and  are strongly
correlated and nontrivial bounds on rN can be set. Moreover, for the most part, the allowed
range for rN may be very narrow, depending the value of . The remaining R2 (R3) cases
with Y2;3 (Y5;6), which correspond to textures D and F in table 3, are also viable at 3 for
IO, independently of rN ,  and the form of O [54].
Having concluded that all (R1;2;3;Y1 6) are viable for at least one form of the matrix
O, let us now analyse the combinations (R2,T3;4;5;6) and (R3,T1;2;3;6), with two-texture
zeros in Y , for IO. Taking into account the constraints for  and  given in tables 3 and 4
(or table 5 combined with the condition j tanh zj < 1), we present in gure 4 the allowed
regions in the (; ) and (rN ; ) planes, for textures (R2,T3;4;5;6).
6 As discussed in the end
of section 3, for OI (in blue) the same (; ) regions are obtained as for textures D and
F, depending on the sign of . However, the presence of the CP symmetry (see table 4)
implies rN ' 1:4 for textures T4 and T5, and rN ' 1:9 for T3 and T6. Notice that for
the cases with OII (in red) and OIII (in green), there is no dependence of the low-energy
constraints on rN and , being the compatibility regions more restrictive. For textures T3;4
(T5;6), only the solutions  = 0 ( = ) with  = =2; 3=2 are compatible with data.
4.2 Neutrinoless double beta decay
When the only relevant contributions to 0 decays are due to the exchange of light
neutrinos,7 the corresponding rates are sensitive to the eective mass
m =

3X
i=1
mi(U

1i)
2
 = m1c212c213 +m2c213s212e 2i21 +m3s213e 2i31 : (4.1)
5We will not show the results for R3 since the predictions for the patterns Y1, Y2 and Y3 are the same
as those for Y4, Y5 and Y6, respectively, taking MR of the form R2 (see gures 2 and 3).
6Since the predictions for cases with R3 are the same as those with R2, by exchange of the two columns
in the T patterns, we will only present the results for (R2,T3;4;5;6) in this section.
7In this work, we consider that the heavy neutrino masses (Dirac Yukawa couplings) are large (small)
enough to neglect the 0 contributions induced by the exchange of the heavy Majorana neutrinos [59].
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Figure 2. Allowed regions in the (, ) plane for all (R2,Y4 6) combinations, both for NO (upper
plots) and IO (lower plots), and  = 1. The light (dark) coloured regions were obtained varying
ij and m
2
ij within the 3 (1) experimental ranges given in table 1. In blue, purple, magenta,
red and green we show the results for the cases in which O is of the type OI for rN = 100, OI for
rN = 10, OI for rN = 3, OII and OIII, respectively.
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Figure 3. Allowed regions in the (, rN ) plane for all (R2,Y4 6) combinations, both for NO (upper
plots) and IO (lower plots),  = 1, and O of the type OI. The light (dark) coloured regions were
obtained varying ij , m
2
ij and  within the 3 (1) experimental ranges given in table 1. The
black solid lines are the (, rN ) curves computed with the best-t values for neutrino data. Here,
we only present the case where O is of the type OI, since it is the only one that depends on rN .
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Figure 4. Allowed regions in the (, ) and (rN ,) planes (upper and lower plots, respectively)
for the (R2, T3;4,  = 1) and (R2, T5;6,  = 1) combinations (left and right plots, respectively),
in the case of IO and O of the types OI-III. The light (dark) colored regions were obtained varying
ij and m
2
ij within the 3 (1) experimental ranges given in table 1.
In the general 2RHNSM, i.e. without imposing any constraint in the model parameters,
one has
NO: m =
qm231 pr c213s212 e 2i + s213 ; (4.2)
IO: m =
qm231 c213 c212 +p1 + r s212 e 2i ; (4.3)
for NO and IO. These expressions, together with the experimental ranges for the neutrino
parameters given in table 1, lead to the allowed regions in the (;m) plane presented in
gure 5. To illustrate the present experimental sensitivity of 0 experiments, the upper-
limit intervals for m coming from the CUORE [60] and KamLAND-Zen [61] experiments
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Figure 5. m predictions as a function of  for the general 2RHNSM (NO and IO). The dark
(light) blue regions were obtained using eqs. (4.2) and (4.3), and varying ij and m
2
ij within the
3 (1) experimental ranges given in table 1. The solid black curves correspond to m computed
with the best-t values for the neutrino parameters. For illustration, the present CUORE [60] and
KamLAND-Zen [61] upper-limit intervals on m are also shown.
are also shown. Taking the 1 and 3 ranges for current neutrino oscillation data, the
following m ranges are obtained:
NO: [1:4 (1:0); 4:1 (4:6)] meV; (4.4)
IO: [19:3 (10:3); 48:6 (50:4)] meV; (4.5)
for the general 2RHNSM, where the parenthesis indicate the 3 intervals. The sensitivity
of near-future experiments like KamLAND-Zen, CUORE, SNO+, NEXT and LEGEND,
partially covers the IO ranges. On the other hand, the NO scenario will only be probed
by new-generation projects (discussions on present results and prospects for neutrinoless
double beta decay experiments can be found in refs. [6{8]).
Given the above results, we will now analyse the impact on m of the previously
discussed texture-zero patterns and remnant CP symmetry. In gures 6 and 7, we show
the predictions for m when the constraints given in tables 4 and 5 (and the condition
j tanh zj < 1) are imposed on  and current neutrino data of table 1 is used. The blue,
red and green points correspond to the cases in which O is of the type OI, OII and OIII,
respectively. Furthermore, darker (lighter) colours stand for the predictions obtained taking
the 1 (3) intervals for all parameters given in table 1. The results for R1 are presented in
gure 6 for the Y textures Y1 6, while in gure 7 the results for R2 are given for Y4 6. In
the latter gure,  = 1 is considered, and only the case O = OI is shown, since OII and
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Figure 6. Allowed regions in the (, m) plane for all (R1,Y1 6) combinations, both for NO
(upper plots) and IO (lower plots). The light (dark) coloured points were obtained varying ij ,
m2ij and  within the 3 (1) experimental ranges given in table 1. In blue, red and green
we show the results for the cases in which O is of the type OI, OII and OIII, respectively. The
solid (dashed) lines are the contours of the 1 (3) m regions allowed by the general 2RHNSM
previously shown in gure 5.
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Figure 7. Allowed regions in the (, m) plane for all (R2,Y4 6) combinations, both for NO
(upper plots) and IO (lower plots),  = 1, and O of the type OI. The light (dark) blue points
were obtained varying ij , m
2
ij and  within the 3 (1) experimental ranges given in table 1. The
solid (dashed) lines are the contours of the 1 (3) m regions allowed by the general 2RHNSM
previously shown in gure 5. The compatibility regions for OII and OIII are the same as those
obtained in gure 6.
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Figure 8. Allowed regions in the (,m) plane for the (R2, T3;4,  = 1) and (R2, T5;6,  = 1)
combinations (left and right plots, respectively), in the case of IO and O of the types OI-III. The
light (dark) colored regions were obtained varying ij , m
2
ij and  within the 3 (1) experimental
ranges given in table 1. The solid (dashed) lines are the contours of the 1 (3) m regions allowed
by the general 2RHNSM previously shown in gure 5.
OIII lead to the same predictions as those with R1 (see gure 6). Moreover, rN varies within
the compatibility regions shown in gure 3. For comparison, we include in both gures the
delimiting lines of the NO and IO regions of gure 5, valid for the general 2RHNSM. As
commented in footnote 5, the results for R3 are related to those of R2. The m regions
for R2 become even more restricted if textures T3 6 are considered, as can be concluded
from gure 8, where only the viable IO cases are shown. Here the results for OII,III are
independent of rN and , while the results for OI correspond to a very narrow region of rN
for  ' =2 and  ' 3=2, which lead to m values in the small range  [10; 18] meV.
When compared to the general 2RHNSM, the results of gures 6, 7 and 8 show that,
imposing texture zeros in Y and MR, together with a remnant CP symmetry, can have
a profound impact on the m predictions. In fact, a mild improvement of the current
experimental limits on this parameter would disfavour some of the pattern combinations
of MR and Y considered in this work. This would be the case for the IO combinations
(R1,Y1 6), with O = OI.
We conclude this section by remarking that our results are valid in the basis in which
the charged-lepton Yukawa matrix Y` is diagonal. When Y` is non-diagonal (but still
contains six texture zeros), the analysis can be performed following the same procedure of
ref. [54], i.e., by applying column and/or row permutations on the textures considered here
for the diagonal case.
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Degenerate RH neutrinos (rN = 1)bX with (a; b) = (1; 1)
MR Y Compatibility (at least 3)
R1
T1;2;4;5 IO
T3;6 7
Y1 6 NO, IO
R4
T1 6 7
Y1;4 7
Y2;5;3;6 IObX with (a; b) = (1; 1)
MR Y Compatibility (at least 3)
R1
T1 6 7
Y1 6 NO, IO
R4
T1 6 7
Y1 6 7
Table 6. Compatibility summary for the 2RHNSM in presence of the remnant CP symmetry
dened in eqs. (2.13) and (2.14). All cases with Y of the type Y1 6 or T1 6, MR of the forms
R1;4, and degenerate heavy Majorana neutrinos are indicated. For bX with (a; b) = (1; 1) the
matrix O is unconstrained, while for bX with (a; b) = (1; 1) it is restrained to be of the type
OI. For completeness, the combinations (R1,Y1 6) with (a; b) = (1; 1) have been included in
this table. Although not analysed in this paper, those cases are always compatible with data since
neither the texture zero nor the CP symmetry lead to low-energy constraints.
5 Conclusions
In the framework of the 2RHNSM, we have studied all maximally restricted texture-zero
patterns for lepton Yukawa and mass matrices in the presence of the remnant CP symmetry
dened in eqs. (2.13) and (2.14). Predictions for the CP-violating phases  and , as well
as for the eective neutrino mass parameter m (relevant for neutrinoless double beta
decay), were obtained and confronted with the present experimental data. In tables 6
and 7, we present a texture compatibility summary for degenerate and nondegenerate RH
neutrinos, respectively.
Our results show that, for degenerate RH neutrinos (i.e., when MR of the form R1
or R4), the remnant CP symmetry does not have any impact on the allowed parameter
space when that symmetry is such that (a; b) = (1; 1) (see eqs. (2.13), (2.19) and the
discussion around eq. (2.26)). Therefore, in these cases, all constraints stem from the
texture zeros imposed on Y and both one- or two-texture-zero Y patterns are allowed
for IO (see table 6). As explained in section 3, the predictions for ,  and m are those
presented in ref. [54]. On the other hand, for (a; b) = (1; 1), the matrix O is constrained
to be real, implying additional restrictions on the low-energy parameters. The compatible
textures are also indicated in table 6 for this case.
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Nondegenerate RH neutrinos (rN 6= 1)
MR Y O Compatibility (at least 3)
R1
T1 6 OI-III 7
Y1
OI,III NO, IO
OII 7
Y2;3
OI,II NO, IO
OIII IO
Y4
OI,II NO, IO
OIII 7
Y5;6
OI,III NO, IO
OII IO
R2
T1;2 OI-III 7
T3;5
OI,III IO;  = 1
OII 7
T4;6
OI,II IO;  = 1
OIII 7
Y1 OI-III 7
Y2;3 OI-III IO;  = 1
Y4
OI,II NO, IO;  = 1
OIII 7
Y5;6
OI,III NO, IO;  = 1
OII IO;  = 1
R3
T1;3
OI,II IO;  = 1
OIII 7
T2;6
OI,III IO;  = 1
OII 7
T4;5 OI-III 7
Y1
OI,II NO, IO;  = 1
OIII 7
Y2;3
OI,III NO, IO;  = 1
OII IO;  = 1
Y4 OI-III 7
Y5;6 OI-III IO;  = 1
Table 7. Compatibility summary for the 2RHNSM in presence of the remnant CP symmetry
dened in eqs. (2.13) and (2.14). All cases with Y of the type Y1 6 or T1 6, MR of the forms
R1 3, and nondegenerate heavy Majorana neutrinos are indicated. The compatibility for the R2;3
cases is veried for at least one value of rN .
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For nondegenerate RH neutrinos (MR of the form R1 3), the matrix O is parametrised
by a single real parameter when the remnant CP symmetry is imposed (see table 2). In
these cases:
 For the combinations (R1;Y1 6), (R2;Y4 6) or (R3;Y1 3), an additional constraint
on the low-energy neutrino parameters arises, besides those coming from the existence
of texture zeros in Y . This is in contrast to what happens for (R2;Y1 3) and
(R3;Y4 6), where the real parameter z is free. With one texture zero in Y , the
compatible patterns are indicated in table 7. Combining the results obtained for the
Y textures, it is then possible to draw conclusions about the compatibility of the
cases with two texture zeros in Y . A summary of the results for textures T is also
given in table 7.
 In general, the restrictions on the low-energy parameters for the viable one-texture-
zero Y patterns indicated in table 7 are stronger when MR is diagonal (see
gures 1{7). This is due to the fact that, with MR of the type R2 or R3,  and
m are sensitive to the mass ratio rN . In turn, this parameter is also constrained
by data, as shown in gure 3. Notice that, in all cases, and depending on the value
of , a nontrivial lower bound on rN can be set.
 In the case of two texture zeros in Y , only the combinations (R2,T3 6) and
(R3,T1;2;3;6) remain valid for IO. For these cases, the (; ) compatibility regions
are more restricted than in the one-texture zero cases, being the ratio rN xed by
data when O = OI.
 When compared with the general 2RHNSM (cf. gure 5), our results indicate that
the allowed parameter space of m is severely constrained in some cases. Actually,
a mild improvement of the present experimental bounds on neutrinoless double beta
decay rates would disfavour the texture combinations (R1,Y1 6), for an IO neutrino
mass spectrum and O = OI.
Our ndings show the importance of measuring low-energy neutrino parameters with
precision for scrutinising texture-zero patterns in the 2RHNSM, when a remnant CP sym-
metry is imposed. In this sense, future improvements on the measurement of the phase 
by neutrino oscillation experiments like T2K [4] and NOA [5], and on neutrinoless double
beta decay rates [6{8] will further constrain the scenarios analysed in this paper.
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